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Abstract
In [A. Frid, S. Puzynina, L.Q. Zamboni, On palindromic factorization of words, Adv.
in Appl. Math. 50 (2013), 737-748], it was conjectured that any infinite word whose
palindromic lengths of factors are bounded is ultimately periodic. We introduce variants
of this conjecture and prove this conjecture in particular cases. Especially we introduce
left and right greedy palindromic lengths. These lengths are always greater than or equals
to the initial palindromic length. When the greedy left (or right) palindromic lengths of
prefixes of a word are bounded then this word is ultimately periodic.
1 Introduction
A fundamental question in Combinatorics on Words is how words can be decomposed on small-
est words. For instance, readers can think to some topics presented in the first Lothaire’s book
[14] like Lyndon words, critical factorization theorem, equations on words, or to the theory
of codes [2, 3], or to many related works published since these surveys. As another example,
let us mention that in the area of Text Algorithms some factorizations like Crochemore or
Lempel-Ziv factorizations play an important role [6, 12]. These factorizations have been ex-
tended to infinite words and, for the Fibonacci word, some links have been discovered with
the Wen and Wen’s decomposition in singular words [4] (see also [10] for a generalization to
Sturmian words and see [17, 13] for more on singular words).
In their article [9], A.E. Frid, S. Puzynina and L.Q. Zamboni defined the palindromic length
of a finite word w as the least number of (nonempty) palindromes needed to decompose w.
More precisely the palindromic length of w is the least number k such that w = π1 · · · πk
with π1, . . . , πk palindromes. As in the article [9] we let |w|pal denote the palindromic
length of w. For instance |abaab|pal = 2. The palindromic length of a finite word can
also be defined inductively by |ε|pal = 0 (where ε denotes the empty word), and, for any
nonempty word u, |u|pal = min{|p|pal + 1 | u = pπ and π is a palindromic nonempty suffix
of u}. This recursive definition is the starting point of G. Fici, T. Gagie, J. Ka¨rkka¨inen and
D. Kempa [7] for providing an algorithm determining, in time O(nlog(n)) and space O(n),
the palindromic length of a word of length n. In the article [16], A. Shur and M. Rubinchik
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provide another algorithm with the same complexities using a structure storing palindromes.
They also conjecture that the palindromic length can be computed in time O(n).
Let us recall that, for any nonempty word v, the infinite periodic word with period v
(v 6= ε) is denoted by vω. Hence any ultimately periodic word is in the form uvω for some
words u and v (v 6= ε). A.E. Frid, S. Puzynina and L.Q. Zamboni conjectured:
Conjecture 1.1. [9] If the palindromic lengths of factors of an infinite word w are bounded
(we will say that w has bounded palindromic lengths of factors) then w is ultimately periodic.
In Section 2, we consider several variants of this conjecture and show the equivalence
between some of them. In particular, we show that the previous conjecture can be restricted
to words having infinitely many palindromic prefixes and that, with this restriction, one should
expect words to be periodic instead of being ultimately periodic. This is a consequence of an
intermediate result (Lemma 2.7) that states that, if a word has bounded palindromic lengths
of prefixes, then it has a suffix that has infinitely many palindromic prefixes. Section 3
shows that this is not just a consequence of the fact that words considered in this result
have infinitely many palindromic factors. Indeed we provide an example showing that a
word containing infinitely many palindromes may not have a suffix that begins with infinitely
many palindromes, even if the considered word is uniformly recurrent. In Section 4, we give a
characterization of words having infinitely many palindromic prefixes and whose palindromic
lengths of prefixes or factors are bounded by 2. As they are all periodic, this proves the
conjectures in a special case.
Let us mention two reasons for the difficulty to prove Conjecture 1.1 in the general case.
First when the palindromic lengths of prefixes of an infinite word are not bounded, the function
that associates with each integer k the length of the smallest prefix having palindromic length k
can grow very slowly. For instance, let us consider the Fibonacci infinite word. As it is the fixed
point of the morphism ϕ defined by ϕ(a) = ab and ϕ(b) = a, by [9], the palindromic lengths of
prefixes are not bounded. Actually, if m(k) denotes the length of the least nonempty prefix of
the Fibonacci word with palindromic length k, one can verify thatm(1) = 1,m(2) = 2,m(3) =
9, m(4) = 62, m(5) = 297, m(6) = 1154, m(7) = 5473. The second source of difficulties lies
in the facts that a word may have several minimal palindromic factorizations and that the
minimal palindromic factorizations of a word and of its longest proper prefixes are not related.
For instance both words aabaab and aabaaba have palindromic length 2. The first word has
two corresponding minimal palindromic factorizations: aabaa.b and aa.baab. It is the longest
proper prefix of aabaaba who admits only one minimal palindromic decomposition: a.abaaba.
To cope with the previous difficulty, in Section 5, we introduce greedy palindromic lengths.
For instance, the left greedy palindromic length of a word is the number of palindromes in the
palindromic decomposition obtained considering iteratively the longest palindromic prefix as
first element. We show that if the left (or the right) greedy palindromic lengths of prefixes
of an infinite word w having infinitely many palindromic prefixes are bounded then w is
periodic. As it also implies that palindromic lengths of factors of w are bounded, this proves
the Frid, Puzynina and Zamboni’s conjecture in a special case.
We assume readers are familiar with combinatorics on words. We report them to classical
surveys, as [14, 15] for instance, for basic definitions as those already used (word, length,
palindrome, prefix, suffix, . . . ). From now on, A denotes an alphabet. If u = u1 · · · uk is a
word (with each ui a letter), we let u˜ denote the mirror image of u that is the word uk · · · u1.
We also recall that a finite word w is primitive if w is not a power of a smaller word. It is
well-known that such a primitive word w is not an internal factor of w, that is ww = xwy
implies x or y is the empty word.
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2 Variants
In this section, we introduce several conjectures related to Conjecture 1.1 and discuss links
between them.
Let us first recall some results on palindromic lengths obtained by A.E. Frid, S. Puzynina
and L.Q. Zamboni [9]. By a counting argument, they proved that any infinite word with
bounded palindromic lengths of prefixes (and not only factors) contains k-powers for arbitrary
integers k. Moreover, if the word is not ultimately periodic, each position of the word must
be covered by infinitely many runs. Thus the next conjecture could have been formulated in
the article [9].
Conjecture 2.1. If the palindromic lengths of prefixes of an infinite word w are bounded
then w is ultimately periodic.
Obviously if Conjecture 2.1 was verified then Conjecture 1.1 would also be verified. Never-
theless we do not know how to prove the converse (except by proving the conjectures). Hence
Conjecture 2.1 seems more difficult than Conjecture 1.1.
We let BPLF (resp. BPLP) denote the set of all infinite words whose palindromic lengths
of factors (resp. prefixes) are bounded. Thus Conjecture 1.1 (resp. 2.1) could be rewritten:
Any word in BPLF (resp. BPLP) is ultimately periodic.
Observe that any element of the sets BPLF and BPLP contains infinitely many palin-
dromes. We let P(Aω) denote the set of all infinite words over the alphabet A having infinitely
many palindromic prefixes.
Next result justify our two new variants of Conjecture 1.1.
Lemma 2.2 ([8, Lem. 5.6]). Any ultimately periodic word belonging to P(Aω) is periodic.
Conjecture 2.3. Any infinite word in BPLF ∩ P(Aω) is periodic.
Conjecture 2.4. Any infinite word in BPLP ∩ P(Aω) is periodic.
As for Conjectures 1.1 and 2.1, if Conjecture 2.4 is verified then Conjecture 2.3 is also
verified, and, we do not know any way to prove directly the converse. Conjecture 2.4 seems
more difficult than Conjecture 2.3.
Conjectures 2.3 and 2.4 may be easier to tackle as we have more information on the
considered word than in Conjectures 1.1 and 2.1.
Proposition 2.5. Conjecture 1.1 and 2.3 are equivalent.
Proposition 2.6. Conjecture 2.1 and 2.4 are equivalent.
Proposition 2.5 is a corollary of the following result.
Lemma 2.7. If the palindromic lengths of prefixes (or more generally of factors) of an infinite
word w are bounded, then there exists a suffix w′ of w having infinitely many palindromic
prefixes.
Proof. Let I0 = {0} and for k ≥ 1, let
Ik = {i | ∃j ∈ Ik−1,w[j + 1..i] is a palindrome}.
Note that for k ≥ 1, Ik is the set of all lengths of prefixes of w that can be decomposed into
k palindromes. If all suffixes of w have only a finite number of palindromic prefixes, then it
can be checked quite directly by induction that, for all k ≥ 0, Ik is finite. This contradicts
the fact that w belongs to BPLP. Thus there exists a smallest integer k ≥ 1 such that Ik is
infinite and Ik−1 is finite. So there exists j ∈ Ik−1, such that w[j + 1..∞] has infinitely many
palindromic prefixes.
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Proof of Proposition 2.5. Let us first assume that Conjecture 1.1 holds and let w be an ele-
ment in BPLF∩P(Aω): w is ultimately periodic. By Lemma 2.2, w is periodic: Conjecture 2.3
holds. Observe now that any suffix of an infinite word in BPLF is also in BPLF. Thus by
Lemma 2.7, if w ∈ BPLF, it has a suffix w′ in BPLF ∩P(Aω). Hence Conjecture 2.3 implies
Conjecture 1.1.
Proposition 2.6 is also a consequence of Lemma 2.7. Nevertheless its proof also needs next
lemma that states that any suffix of an element of BPLP also belongs to BPLP. For any
integer k ≥ 1, we let BPLF(k) (resp. BPLP(k)) denote the set of all infinite words such that
|u|pal ≤ k for all their factors u (resp. all their prefixes u).
Lemma 2.8. Let k ≥ 1 be an integer, let w be an infinite word and let a be a letter. If
aw ∈ BPLP(k), then w ∈ BPLP(k + 1)
Proof. Let p be a finite word. If ap = π1π2 · · · πk with π1, . . . , πk palindromes, then p =
π2 . . . πk if π1 = a, and p = π
′
1aπ2 . . . πk if π1 = aπ
′
1a. Thus if aw belongs to BPLP(k), w
belongs to BPLP(k + 1). In particular if aw ∈ BPLP then w ∈ BPLP .
Proof of Proposition 2.6. First if Conjecture 2.1 is verified, then Lemma 2.2 implies that
Conjecture 2.4 is also verified.
Now assume that Conjecture 2.4 is verified. Let w be in BPLP. By Lemma 2.7, w has a
suffix w′ in P(Aω). Lemma 2.8 implies that w′ belongs to BPLP. Thus as Conjecture 2.4 is
verified, w′ is periodic: w is ultimately periodic. Conjecture 2.1 is verified.
It follows immediately from the definition of BPLF, that for k ≥ 1 and w an infinite
word, if aw ∈ BPLF(k), then w ∈ BPLF(k). Thus one can ask whether Lemma 2.8 can
be improved. But, in general, aw ∈ BPLP(k) does not imply w ∈ BPLP(k). For instance
a(abba)ω ∈ BPLP(2) while (abba)ω ∈ BPLP(3) \ BPLP(2).
3 About the hypothesis of Conjectures 2.3 and 2.4
As any word in BPLF contains infinitely many palindromes, one could ask whether Lemma 2.7
is a special case of a more general result, that is, whether any word containing infinitely many
palindromes has a suffix in P(Aω). The word
∏∞
i=1 ab
i = ababbabbbabbbba · · · shows this is
not the case. This word is not recurrent, that is, it has some factors (at least all its prefixes)
that does not occur infinitely often. The following result provides also a negative answer for
uniformly recurrent words, that is, words whose all factors occur infinitely often with bounded
gaps.
Definition 3.1. Let (un)≥0 be the sequence of words defined by u0 = aa and un+1 =
unbbabunu˜n, and let U = limn→∞ un.
Lemma 3.2. The word U defined above is a binary uniformly recurrent word containing
infinitely many palindromes but such that none of its suffixes begins with infinitely many
palindromes.
Proof. One can observe that |un| = 4.3
n − 2 and U = aa
∏
n≥0 bbabunu˜n. Thus the sequence
(unu˜n)n≥0 is an infinite sequence of pairwise different palindromic factors of U . As (un)n≥0
is a sequence of prefixes of U , it follows that the set of factors of U is closed under reversal
(any factor v of U occurs in a prefix un and so v˜ occurs in u˜n itself a factor of U).
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Let us prove that U is uniformly recurrent. Let n be an integer. There exists an integer
k depending on n such that all factors of length n occur in the prefix uk of U . As the set
of factors of U is closed under reversal, all factors of length n also occur in u˜k. From the
definition of the sequence (ui)i≥0, one can inductively prove that each word uN with N ≥ k
can be decomposed over the set {uk, ukbbab, ukbabb, u˜k, u˜kbbab, u˜kbabb}. Consequently U can
also be decomposed over this set and the distance between two occurrences of a same factor
of length n is at most 2|uk|+ 4. The word U is uniformly recurrent.
To prove that any suffix of U has a finite number of palindromic prefixes, let us first
observe that
Fact 3.3. For each prefix p of unu˜n (n ≥ 0), |p|bbab − |p|babb ≥ 0.
Proof. We prove the fact by induction on n. As u0 = aa, the fact is immediate for n = 0. Let
p be a prefix of un+1. One of the following cases holds:
Case 1: p is a prefix of un,
Case 2: p = unq with q ∈ {b, bb, bba},
Case 3: p = unbbabp
′ with p′ a prefix of un or
Case 4: p = unbbabp
′qq˜ with p′ a prefix of un and q such that un = p
′q.
For any word w, let ∆(w) denote |w|bbab−|w|babb. Observe that aa is both a prefix and a suffix
of un. Thus ∆(unq) = ∆(un) for any q in {b, bb, bba}. Consequently Fact 3.3 is a consequence
of the inductive hypothesis in Cases 1 and 2. In Case 3, one has ∆(p) = ∆(un)+∆(p
′)+1 and
once again the result holds as a direct consequence of the inductive hypothesis. In Case 4,
one has ∆(qq˜) = 0. Thus ∆(p) = ∆(un) + ∆(p
′) + δ with δ ∈ {0, 1, 2} (0 if babb overlaps the
end of p′ and the beginning of q, 2 if bbab overlaps the end of p′ and the beginning of q, 1
otherwise). Once again, the result holds by induction.
Let S be a suffix of U = aa
∏
n≥0 bbabunu˜n. There exists an integer N and a word s such
that S = s
∏
n≥N bbabunu˜n. Let k = max(0, |s|babb − |s|bbab) = max(0,∆(s)). A consequence
of Fact 3.3 is that, if p =
[∏n2
n=n1
bbabunu˜n
]
p′ with p′ a prefix of bbabun+1u˜n+1, then ∆(p) ≥
n2−n1+1. Thus for any prefix π of S longer than s
∏N+k
n=N bbabunu˜n, |π|bbab−|π|babb ≥ 1 and
so p cannot be a palindrome: S has a finite number of palindromic prefixes. This ends the
proof of Lemma 3.2.
4 Another question and a study of bound 2
We have already mentioned that, as BPLF ⊆ BPLP, Conjecture 1.1 implies Conjecture 2.3,
and Conjecture 2.1 implies Conjecture 2.4. Conversely we do not know whether BPLP ⊆
BPLF. Such a result would be useful to show the equivalence between all previous conjectures.
In this context, as for all k ≥ 1, BPLF(k) ⊆ BPLP(k), the following question is of interest.
Question 4.1. Given an integer k ≥ 1, what is the smallest integer K (if it exists) such that
BPLP(k) ⊆ BPLF(K)?
As BPLP(1) = BPLF(1) = {aω | a letter }, this question holds for k ≥ 2. Proposition 4.2
answers it for k = 2 in the restricted context of words of P(Aω) (a restriction authorized after
Section 2 and that reduces the number of cases to study). Note that to prove Proposition 4.2,
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we characterize elements of BPLF(2)∩P(Aω) and BPLP(2)∩P(Aω). Observing that all these
words are periodic confirms the conjectures.
Proposition 4.2. BPLF(2) ∩ P(Aω) ( BPLP(2) ∩ P(Aω) ( BPLF(3) ∩ P(Aω).
The proof of this proposition is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 4.4 below.
Indeed:
• from the definitions, we have BPLF(2) ⊆ BPLP(2);
• from Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, we observe that (ababa)ω ∈ BPLP(2) ∩ P(Aω) \ BPLF(2);
• all words occurring in Lemma 4.4 belong to BPLF(3) (the exhaustive verification of
palindromic lengths of factors is left to readers);
• the word (abba)ω belong to BPLF(3)∩P(Aω) \BPLP(2) (the exhaustive verification of
palindromic lengths of factors is left to readers).
Lemma 4.3. The set (BPLF(2)\BPLF(1))∩P(Aω) is the set of all words in the form ai(baj)ω
with a, b two different letters, and i, j two integers such that 0 ≤ i ≤ j and j 6= 0.
Proof. Let w be a word in (BPLF(2) \BPLF(1)) ∩P(Aω). As w begins with infinitely many
palindromes, each factor occurs infinitely often. Condition w ∈ BPLF(2) implies that w is a
binary word. Indeed, otherwise it would have a factor in the form abic for an integer i ≥ 1
and some different letters a, b and c.
If w has no factor in the form aa with a a letter, as w is written exactly on two letters
(otherwise it would belong to BPLF(1)), w = ai(ba)ω with i ≤ 1 and a, b two different letters.
The result holds.
From now on assume that w has a factor in the form aa with a a letter. Let b be the
second letter occurring in w. The word w has a factor in the form bajb with j ≥ 2 (we have
initially pointed out that all factors, hence factors aa and b, occur infinitely often in w). Let
w′ be a suffix of w beginning with bajb. Let pn be the smallest prefix of w
′ that contains
exactly n occurrences of the letter b: p0 = ε, p1 = b, p2 = ba
jb.
Observe that:
1. for all k ≥ 2, |bajbka|pal = 3;
2. for all k ≥ 1, |bajbakb|pal = 3 if j 6= k.
Using these observations, it follows by induction that pn = (ba
j)n−1b for all n ≥ 1. Hence
w′ = (baj)ω.
As w begins with infinitely many palindromes, prefixes of w are mirror images of some
factors of w′. Thus w = ai(baj)ω for some integer i such that 0 ≤ i ≤ j.
Next result provides a characterization of words in BPLP(2) ∩ P(Aω).
Lemma 4.4. An infinite word w beginning with the letter a and having infinitely many
palindromic prefixes is in BPLP(2) if and only if it is in one of the following forms (b is a
letter different from a):
1. w = aω;
2. w = (aibaj)ω for some integers i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1;
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3. w = (aibj)ω for some integers i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1;
4. w = ((ab)ia)ω for some integer i ≥ 2.
A first step for the proof of the lemma is next result.
Lemma 4.5. Any infinite word in BPLP(2) ∩ P(Aω) contains at most two different letters.
Proof. Assume that w contains at least three letters. Then it has a prefix in the form pc with
p containing exactly two different letters a and b, and with c a letter different from a and b.
Inequality |pc|pal ≤ 2 implies |p|pal = 1.
The word w has a prefix in the form pcid with d a letter different from c, and i ≥ 1 an
integer (As w ∈ P(Aω), w 6= pcω). Conditions “|pcid|pal ≤ 2” and “c does not occur in pd
implies p = ε, p = d or p = πd for a palindrome π. In the latter case, the fact that both π
and p are palindromes implies that π is a power of d. In all cases, we have a contradiction
with the fact that p contains two different letters.
In order to prove Lemma 4.4, we consider the possible palindromic prefixes of w. We let
next(u) denote the set of all palindromes π over {a, b} such that:
• u is a proper prefix of π (A word u is a proper prefix of a word v if there exists a non
empty word p such that v = pu),
• all proper palindromic prefixes of π are prefixes of u (possibly u itself), and
• |p|pal ≤ 2 for all the prefixes p of π.
For instance next(ai) = {ai+1} ∪ next(aib).
Lemma 4.6. For any integer i ≥ 1,
1. next(aib) = {aibjai | j ≥ 1} ∪ {ai(baj)kbai | k ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j < i};
2. next(ai(baj)kbai) = ∅ when 1 ≤ j < i, k ≥ 1;
3. next(ai(bjai)ka) = ∅ when j ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1;
4. next(ai(bjai)kb) = {ai(bjai)k+1} when j ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1;
5. next(ai(bai)ka) = ∅ when i ≥ 2 and k ≥ 2;
6. next(aibai+1) = {aibai+jbai | j ≥ 1}.
7. next(ai(bai+j)kbai) = {ai(bai+j)k+1bai} when j ≥ 1, k ≥ 1;
8. next(a(ba)ka) = {(a(ba)k)2} when k ≥ 2.
9. next((a(ba)k)α) = {(a(ba)k)α+1} when k ≥ 2 and α ≥ 2
Proof. 1. Let E1 = {a
ibjai | j ≥ 1} ∪ {ai(baj)kbai | k ≥ 1, 1 ≤ j < i}. We let readers
verify that E1 ⊆ next(a
ib). Assume by contradiction that there exists a word u in
next(aib)\E1. Let Pref(E1) denote the set of all prefixes of words in E1. The word umust
have a prefix p in (Pref(E1)\E1){a, b}\Pref(E1). In other words p = πa or p = πb with
p 6∈ Pref(E1), π ∈ Pref(E1) and π 6∈ E1. Observe that Pref(E1) = {a
ℓ | ℓ ≤ i} ∪ {aibj |
j ≥ 0} ∪ {aibjak | j ≥ 1, 0 ≤ k ≤ i} ∪ {ai(baj)kbaℓ | k ≥ 0, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ i, 1 ≤ j < i}.
As aib is a prefix of u and π 6∈ E1, we get p = a
ibjakb with j ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ k < i, or,
p = ai(baj)kbaℓb with 1 ≤ j < i, k ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ℓ < i and ℓ 6= j. In these two cases,
|p|pal = 3. Hence next(a
ib) = E1.
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2. Observe that any palindrome having ai(baj)kbai as a proper prefix must have a prefix in
one of the two following forms: p = ai(baj)kbai+ℓb with ℓ ≥ 1; p = ai(baj)kbaibma with
m ≥ 1. As 1 ≤ j < i and k ≥ 1, in both cases |p|pal = 3. Thus next(a
i(baj)kbai) = ∅.
3. Any element of next(ai(bjai)ka) must have a prefix p = ai(bjai)kaℓb with ℓ ≥ 1. Once
again, as j ≥ 2 and k ≥ 1, |p|pal = 3. Hence next(a
i(bjai)ka) = ∅.
4. We let readers verify that ai(bjai)k+1 ∈ next(ai(bjai)kb). Assume there exists a word u
in next(ai(bjai)kb) \ {ai(bjai)k+1}. It has a prefix p in the form ai(bjai)kbℓa with ℓ 6= j
and ℓ ≥ 1 or in the form ai(bjai)kbjaℓb with 1 ≤ ℓ < i. Thus, as j ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1,
we have |p|pal = 3 except if j = 1 for the second form. But then u has pa or pb as a
prefix with p = ai(bai)kbaℓb. As |pa|pal = |pb|pal = 3, we get a contradiction. Hence
next(ai(bjai)kb) = {ai(bjai)k+1}.
5. Let i ≥ 2, k ≥ 2 and let u be an element of next(ai(bai)ka). For some ℓ ≥ 1 and m ≥ 1,
the word p1 := a
i(bai)k−1bai+ℓbma is a prefix of u. Observe that |p1|pal ≤ 2 only if ℓ = 1.
Then u has one of the following two words as a prefix: p2 := a
i(bai)k−1baiabmaa or
p3 := a
i(bai)k−1baiabmab. But, as i ≥ 2 and k ≥ 2, |p2|pal = 3 = |p3|pal: a contradiction
with u ∈ BPLP(2). Thus next(ai(bai)ka) = ∅.
6. We let readers verify that {aibai+jbai | j ≥ 1} ⊆ next(aibai+1). Now assume that u is
an element of next(aibai+1). It has a prefix p1 := a
ibai+jbℓa for some j ≥ 1, ℓ ≥ 1. As
|aibai+jbb|pal = 3, we have ℓ = 1. As |a
ibai+jbamb|pal = 3 when m < i, we deduce that
u = aibai+jbai. Hence next(aibai+1) = {aibai+jbai | j ≥ 1}.
7. Let i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, k ≥ 1. Observe first that ai(bai+j)k+1bai ∈ next(ai(bai+j)kbai).
Assume by contradiction that there exists an element u in the set next(ai(bai+j)kbai) \
{ai(bai+j)k+1bai}. It has a prefix in the form p1 = ai(bai+j)kbaiaℓb with ℓ 6= j or in
the form p2 = a
i(bai+j)kbai+jbn with n ≥ 2. or in the form p3 = a
i(bai+j)kbai+jbamb
with 0 ≤ m < i. Observe that |p2|pal = 3, |p3|pal = 3 and, |p1|pal ≤ 2 only if ℓ = 0.
In this latter case, u has p1 = a
i(bai+j)kbaib as a prefix. Consequently for an integer
n ≥ 1, u has also a prefix p4 = a
i(bai+j)kbaibna. We have |p4|pal ≤ 2 only if n = 1 and
j = 1: p4 = a
i(bai+1)kbaiba. Observe that |p4a|pal = |a
i(bai+1)kbaibaa|pal = 3. Thus
for an integer α ≥ 1, p5 = a
i(bai+1)kbaibabαa is a prefix of u. Now |p5|pal ≤ 2 only if
α = 1 and i = 1: p5 = (aba)
ka(ba)3. Observe that for any γ ≥ 3, |(aba)ka(ba)γ |pal =
|a(baa)k(ba)γb|pal = 2 and |a(baa)
k(ba)γbb|pal = |a(baa)
k(ba)γa|pal = 3. Thus u must
have all words (aba)ka(ba)γ as prefixes (for any γ ≥ 3). We get a contradiction with the
finiteness of u. Hence next(ai(bai+j)kbai) = {ai(bai+j)k+1bai}.
8. Let k ≥ 2: (a(ba)k)2 ∈ next(a(ba)ka). Let u be an element of the set next(a(ba)ka) \
{(a(ba)k)2}. It has a prefix p1 := a(ba)
k(ab)ib with 0 < i ≤ k or p2 = a(ba)
k(ab)iaa with
0 ≤ i < k. Observe that |p1|pal = 3. Also |p2|pal = 3 except when i = 0. It follows that
u has a prefix p3 = a(ba)
kaαbβa with α ≥ 2, β ≥ 1. This is not possible as |p3|pal = 3.
Hence next(a(ba)ka) = {(a(ba)k)2}.
9. Let k ≥ 2 and α ≥ 2. First (a(ba)k)α+1 ∈ next((a(ba)k)α). Let u be an element of
next((a(ba)k)α) \ {(a(ba)k)α+1}.
This word u has a prefix in the form p1 = (a(ba)
k)α(ab)ib with 0 ≤ i ≤ k or in
the form p2 = (a(ba)
k)α(ab)iaa with 0 ≤ i < k. We have |p1|pal ≤ 2 or |p2|pal ≤
2 only if i = 0. In this case u has a prefix p3 = (a(ba)
k)αbβa with β ≥ 1 or
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p4 = (a(ba)
k)αaβb with β ≥ 2. Observe that |p4|pal = 3 and, |p3|pal ≤ 2 only
if β = 1. Thus u has p3 = (a(ba)
k)α−1a(ba)k+1 as a prefix. Let γ ≥ 1. Ob-
serve that |(a(ba)k)α−1a(ba)k+γ |pal = 2 and |(a(ba)
k)α−1a(ba)k(ba)γb|pal = 2 while
|(a(ba)k)α−1a(ba)k+γa|pal = 3 and |(a(ba)
k)α−1a(ba)k(ba)γbb|pal = 3. We get a con-
tradiction with the finiteness of u. Hence next((a(ba)k)α) = {(a(ba)k)α+1}.
Proof of Lemma 4.4. The proof of the if part just needs to verify that each prefix of a word
in one of the four forms can be decomposed in one or two palindromes. This is done straight-
forwardly as these prefixes are words in one of the following forms:
• ai, i ≥ 0;
• ai(bai+j)kbaiaℓ, i ≥ 1, k ≥ 0, j ≥ 0, ℓ ≥ 0;
• ai−ℓaℓ(bai+j)kbaℓ, i ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ i, j ≥ 0, k ≥ 0;
• ai−ℓaℓ(bjai)kbjaℓ, i ≥ 1, ℓ ≤ i, j ≥ 1, k ≥ 0;
• (aibj)kaibℓ, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1, k ≥ 0, ℓ ≤ j,
• ((ab)ia)k(ab)ℓa, i ≥ 0, k ≥ 0, ℓ ≥ 0;
• (ab)i−ℓa.(ba)ℓ((ab)ia)k(ab)ℓ, i ≥ 1, 0 ≤ ℓ ≤ i, k ≥ 0.
We now prove the only if part. Let w be an infinite word in BPLP(2) ∩P(Aω) beginning
with the letter a. By Lemma 4.5, w contains at most two different letters. If w is written
only on one letter, w = aω. Assume w is written on two letters. Let b be the second letter.
For some integer i ≥ 1, w begins with aib. By Items 1 and 2 of Lemma 4.6, for some integer
j ≥ 1, w begins with aibjai. Assume w 6= (aibj)ω. By Item 4 of Lemma 4.6, w begins with
ai(bjai)ka for some k ≥ 1. By Item 3 of Lemma 4.6, j = 1. Assume k = 1. By Item 6 of
Lemma 4.6 there exists an integer j′ ≥ 1 such that w begins with aibi+j
′
bai. Thus by Item 7
of Lemma 4.6, w = (aibaj
′
)ω. Assume from now on that w begins with ai(bai)ka with k ≥ 2.
By Item 5 of Lemma 4.6, i = 1. By Items 8 and 9 of Lemma 4.6, w = (a(ba)k)ω.
Maybe the main interest of the previous proof is the idea of studying the links between
successive palindromic prefixes of the considered infinite words. Nevertheless determining
BPLF(3) or BPLP(3) seems much more difficult due to a combinatorial explosion even when
restricted to binary words. Contrarily to words in BPLF(2), words in BPLP(3) (and so in
BPLF(3)) contains ternary words. For instance the word (abac)ω , with a, b and c three
different letters, belong to BPLP(3).
5 Greedy palindromic lengths
We now introduce greedy palindromic lengths. In this section we provide generalities on these
notions. In the next sections, we will show that any infinite word with left or right bounded
greedy palindromic lengths is ultimately periodic. This proves Conjecture 1.1 in a special
case and reinforces all conjectures studied in this paper.
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5.1 Definition and examples
Let us define inductively the left greedy palindromic length of a word w by: |ε|LGPal = 0,
and, |w|LGPal = 1 + |u|LGPal when w 6= ε and w = πu with π the longest palindromic prefix
of w. For instance, |abaa|LGPal = 2 and |abaab|LGPal = 3. Similarly, we define the right
greedy palindromic length |w|RGPal considering at each step the longest palindromic suffix:
|abaa|RGPal = 3 and |abaab|RGPal = 2. An important difference between greedy palindromic
lengths and the palindromic length is that the definition implies a unique decomposition. For
a finite word w, we say that (π1, . . . , πk) is the left greedy palindromic decomposition of w,
if w = π1 · · · πk and, moreover, for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, πi is the longest palindromic prefix of
πi · · · πk. The right greedy palindromic decomposition of a word can be defined similarly.
In order to provide examples and following the idea of Section 4, let us consider an infinite
word such that, for all prefixes p, |p|LGPal ≤ 2. For some letters a and b and integers n ≥ 0,
k ≥ 1, this word is in the form anbω, (abk)ω, (abk)naω or (abk)nabω (only words in the form
bω or (abk)ω belong to P(Aω)). Let us prove this claim. First all these forms are suitable
as prefixes of such words are, for some integer k ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, i ≥ 0, in the form an, anbk,
(abk)naai or (abk)nabi. Moreover we have: |an|LGPal = 1; |a
nbk|LGPal = 2; |(ab
k)na|LGPal = 1;
|(abk)naai|LGPal = 2 if i ≥ 1; |(ab
k)nabi|LGPal = 2 if i ≥ 1. No other word is suitable. Indeed
if a word is not in these forms, for some integers k ≥ 1, n ≥ 1, it has a prefix in the form
aibka with i ≥ 2, (abk)naib with i ≥ 2 or (abk)nabia with i 6= k. Moreover |aibka|LGPal = 3 if
i ≥ 2; |(abk)naib|LGPal = 3 if i ≥ 2; |(ab
k)nabia|LGPal = 3 if i 6= k.
Now let us consider an infinite word such that, for all prefixes p, |p|RGPal ≤ 2. For some
integers n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, this word is in the form aω, anbω, an(baℓ)ω with ℓ < n, (anb)ω
or (anb)kbω (only aω and (anb)ω belong to P(Aω)). Let us prove this claim. First all these
forms are suitable. Indeed prefixes of such words are, for some integers n ≥ 0, k ≥ 1, ℓ ≥ 0,
in one of the following forms: an; anbk; an(baℓ)ibaj with ℓ < n, i ≥ 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ; (anb)kaℓ
with ℓ ≤ n; (anb)kbℓ. We have for n ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1: |an|RGPal = 1; |a
nbk|RGPal = 2;
|an(baℓ)ibaj|RGPal = 2 when ℓ < n, i ≥ 0, 0 ≤ j ≤ ℓ; |(a
nb)kaℓ|RGPal = 1 if ℓ = n, 2 if ℓ < n;
|(anb)kbℓ|RGPal = 2. No other word is suitable. Indeed if a word is not in this form, for some
integers k ≥ 2, n ≥ 1, ℓ ≥ 1 it has a prefix in one of the following forms: anbkaℓ with ℓ ≥ n+1;
anbkaℓb with k ≥ 2 and ℓ 6= 0; an(baℓ)ibaj with j ≥ n+ 1 and ℓ ≤ n; an(baℓ)ibajb with i ≥ 1,
j 6= ℓ, j > 0 and ℓ 6= n; an(ban)ibajba with i ≥ 1 and j < n; an(ban)ibajbb with 0 < j < n.
Observe that the right greedy palindromic length is 3 for all these words.
We have already mentioned that the palindromic length of a finite word of length n can
be computed in time O(nlog(n)) [7, 16]. We claim that greedy palindromic lengths of such a
word can be computed in time O(n). As the left greedy palindromic length of a finite word
w is the right greedy palindromic length of the mirror word w˜, we just have to explain this
for the right greedy palindromic length. In the article [11], it was explained how to compute
in linear time, for a word w, an array LPS that stores for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|, the length of
the longest palindromic suffix ending at position i:
LPS[i] = max{ℓ | w[i− ℓ+ 1..i] is a palindrome }
Applying next algorithm after computing this array LPS allows to compute the right greedy
palindromic length of w (the result is store in variable RGPal). The whole computation takes
an O(|w|) time.
RGPal ← 0
i ← |w|
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while i > 0 do:
RGPAL ← RGPAL +1
i ← i - LPS[i]
5.2 Links with palindromic length
The following relation follows directly the definitions of greedy palindromic lengths.
Property 5.1. For any word u, |u|pal ≤ min(|u|LGPal, |u|RGPal).
Next example, provided to us by P. Ochem, shows that the value min(|u|LGPal, |u|RGPal)−
|u|pal can be arbitrarily large. Let mn be the n
th term of the Multibonacci sequence of
words defined over the set of integers viewed as letters by: m1 = 1, mn+1 = mn(n)mn
(m2 = 121, m3 = 1213121, . . . ). All words mn end with the letter 1 and readers can verify
that |mn1
−1|pal = 2 while |mn1
−1|LGPal = 2n − 2 = |1
−1mn|RGPal. Now let a and b be two
symbols that are not integers. For n ≥ 1, let Mn = 1
−1mnabmn1
−1. We have |Mn|LGPal =
2+ |1−1mn|LGPal+ |mn1
−1|LGPal = 2n+2 = 2+ |1
−1mn|RGPal+ |mn1
−1|RGPal = |Mn|RGPal.
Moreover |Mn|pal = 6.
A similar example over a binary alphabet can be found in the online proceedings of Con-
ference “Journe´es Montoises d’Informatique The´orique 2014”. It is also possible to recode
previous example applying a morphism on word mn (as for instance, morphism fn defined by
fn(i) = a
n+1−ib2ian+1−i).
As a consequence of Property 5.1, if for an infinite word w there exists an integer K such
that |p|LGPal ≤ K for any prefix p of w, then also |p|pal ≤ K. We have the following stronger
property (let recall that the existence of a similar property when considering the palindromic
length instead of the left greedy palindromic length is an open problem):
Property 5.2. If for an infinite word w there exists an integer K such that |p|LGPal ≤ K
for any prefix p of w, then also |u|pal ≤ 2K for any factor u of w.
Proof. Let u be a factor of w and let p be such that pu is a prefix of w. Let π1, . . . , πk
be the palindromes such that (π1, . . . , πk) is the left greedy palindromic decomposition of pu:
k = |pu|LGPal ≤ K. Let x, y be the words and i be the integer such that y 6= ε, πi = xy and
u = yπi+1 · · · πk. The word y˜ is a prefix of the palindrome πi. Hence π1 · · · πi−1y˜ is a prefix
of w. Let π′1, . . . , π
′
ℓ be the palindromes such that (π
′
1, . . . , π
′
ℓ) is the left greedy palindromic
decomposition of π1 · · · πi−1y˜: ℓ = |π1 · · · πi−1y˜|LGPal ≤ K. Palindromes πj and π
′
j are the
longest palindromic prefixes of respectively πj · · · πk and π
′
j · · · π
′
ℓ. It follows that i − 1 < ℓ,
π1 = π
′
1, . . . , πi−1 = π
′
i−1 and y˜ = π
′
i · · · π
′
ℓ. Hence u = π
′
ℓ · · · π
′
iπi+1 · · · πk is the product of at
most 2K palindromes.
An interesting question is whether Property 5.2 is still true when considering right greedy
palindromic length instead of left greedy palindromic length. This is an open problem.
6 Right greedy palindromic length
In this section, we prove Conjecture 1.1 in the special case where the palindromic length is re-
placed with the right greedy palindromic length. For an infinite wordw, let MaxRGPalPref(w)
denote the supremum of the set {|p|RGPal | p prefix of w}.
Theorem 6.1. Let w be a non ultimately periodic infinite word. Then MaxRGPalPref(w) is
infinite, that is, there exist prefixes of w with arbitrarily large right greedy palindromic lengths.
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Proof. Assume first that the word w has no suffix in P(Aω). By Lemma 2.7, the palindromic
lengths of prefixes ofw are unbounded. Property 5.1 implies that the right greedy palindromic
lengths of prefixes of w are unbounded.
Assume from now on that w = uw′ with u some finite word and w′ ∈ P(Aω).
Let (π1, . . . , πn) be the right greedy palindromic decomposition of the word u. Let recall
that this means that n = |u|RGPal, u = π1 · · · πn and, for i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, πi is the longest
palindromic suffix of π1 · · · πi.
More generally, assume we have found a prefix p of w with |p| ≥ |u| such that its right
greedy palindromic decomposition is in the form (π1, . . . , πk) with k = |p|RGPal ≥ n. Here
we mean that this decomposition begins with (π1, . . . , πn), the right greedy palindromic de-
composition of u. In three steps, we are going to show how to find a palindrome πk+1 such
that pπk+1 is a prefix of w and (π1, . . . , πk+1) is the right greedy palindromic decomposition
of pπk+1. Thus |pπk+1|RGPal = k + 1. The proof of the theorem follows this construction by
induction.
Step 1: Marking a first occurrence of a new factor v.
Let x be the word of length |π1 · · · πk|+ 1 such that π1 · · · πkx is a prefix of w. This word
π1 · · · πkx contains at most |x| different factors of length |x|. As w is not ultimately periodic,
by the celebrated Morse-Hedlund theorem (see, e.g., [1, Th. 10.2.6]), the word w has at least
|x|+ 1 different factors of length |x|. Hence there exists a word v of length |x| that does not
occur in π1 · · · πkx.
Step 2: Constructing πk+1.
Let y be the smallest word such that π1 · · · πkyv is a prefix of w (remarks: the word
v may overlap the word x; as x 6= v, |y| ≥ 1). Let also w′′ denote the word such that
w = π1 · · · πkyvw
′′. As |π1 · · · πk| ≥ |u|, yvw
′′ is a suffix of w′. As w′ ∈ P(Aω), yvw′′ also
belongs to P(Aω). Hence there exists a palindrome πk+1 which is a prefix of yvw
′′ of length
at least |yv|.
Step 3: The word πk+1 is the longest palindromic suffix of π1 · · · πkπk+1.
Let π be the longest palindromic suffix of π1 · · · πk+1 (|π| ≥ |πk+1|) and let z be the word
such that π1 · · · πk+1 = zπ. As πk+1 ends with v˜y˜, the palindrome π also ends with v˜y˜. Thus
the word zyv is a prefix of zπ and so ofw. By construction, π1 · · · πky is the smallest word such
that π1 · · · πkyv is a prefix of w. Hence, |z| ≥ |π1 · · · πk| and so |π| ≤ |πk+1|: π = πk+1.
7 Left greedy palindromic length
In this section, we prove next result, that is, Conjecture 1.1 in the special case where the
palindromic length is replaced with the left greedy palindromic length. For an infinite word
w, we let MaxLGPalPref(w) denote the supremum of the set {|p|LGPal | p prefix of w}.
Theorem 7.1. Let w be a non ultimately periodic infinite word. Then MaxLGPalPref(w) is
infinite, that is, the left greedy palindromic lengths of prefixes of w are unbounded.
The proof of this result appears to be much more difficult than the proof of Theorem 6.1,
its analogue with the right greedy palindromic length. Section 7.2 explains the main idea of
our strategy and the difficulties to apply it. This section also provides intermediary tools.
Section 7.3 contains the proof of Theorem 7.1.
Before going further, let us explain that we can reduce the proof of this theorem to words
in P(Aω), that is, to words beginning with infinitely many palindromes. Let w be a non
ultimately periodic infinite word. By Property 5.1 and Lemma 2.7, if w has no suffix in
P(Aω), then the palindromic lengths of prefixes of w are unbounded.
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Thus we can assume that w has a suffix in P(Aω). Next lemma shows that, when proving
Theorem 7.1, one can replace w by one of its suffixes in P(Aω).
Lemma 7.2. Let w be an infinite word having a suffix in P(Aω). There exist palindromes
π1, . . . , πk and an infinite word w
′ in P(Aω) such that w = π1 · · · πkw
′ and, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
πi is the longest palindromic prefix of πi · · · πkw
′. Moreover for any prefix p of w′′, |p|LGPal =
|π1 · · · πkp|LGPal − k.
Proof. Observe that a word w has a (unique) largest palindromic prefix if and only if it has
finitely many palindromic prefixes, that is, it does not belong to P(Aω).
When w 6∈ P(Aω), the word w can be decomposed w = π1w1 with π1 the largest palin-
dromic prefix of w and w1 an infinite word. Moreover for any prefix of w1, |p|LGPal =
|π1p|LGPal − 1.
Iterating this process, one can find palindromes π1, . . . , πk and infinite words w1, . . . , wk
such that: w = π1 · · · πiwi for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k; wi 6∈ P(A
ω), for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1; πj is
the longest palindromic prefix of πj · · · πiwi, for all i, j, 1 ≤ j ≤ i ≤ k; for any prefix p of wi,
|p|LGPal = |π1 · · · πip|LGPal − i. The iteration ends when wk belongs to P(A
ω). This must
occur as w has a suffix in P(Aω) and, as any suffix of a word in P(Aω) belongs to P(Aω).
Taking w′ = wk ends the proof of the lemma.
7.1 Tools
For a word in P(Aω), we will need to consider the length increasing sequence of palindromic
prefixes of w, that is the sequence of palindromic prefixes (πn)n≥1 of w such that all palin-
dromic prefixes of w occur in the sequence and (|πn|)n≥0 is (strictly) increasing. We will use
Lemma 7.4 that characterizes periodicity in the context of words in P(Aω). It will be useful
in our last section and may be important in a more general context. For the proof, we need
next result.
Lemma 7.3 ([5, Th. 4]). An infinite periodic word wω with w primitive contains infinitely
many palindromes if and only if w is the product of two palindromes.
Lemma 7.4. Let w be an infinite word in P(Aω). Let (πi)i≥0 be its sequence of length
increasing palindromic prefixes. The sequence (|πi+1| − |πi|)i≥0 is not decreasing. Moreover
this sequence is bounded if and only if w is periodic.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exists an integer j such that |πj+2| − |πj+1| <
|πj+1| − |πj |. By [9, Lem. 2] it is known that if u = vs for two palindromes u and v and a
word s, then |s| is a period of u (here an integer p is a period of a finite word w, if for all
integers i between 1 and |w| − p, w[i] = w[i+ p]). Let p = |πj+2| − |πj+1|. From the previous
recalled result, p is a period of πj+2 and so also of πj+1. As p < |πj+1| − |πj| < |πj+1|, we
get that the prefix of length |πj+1| − p of πj+1 is equal to the suffix of same length of this
word. Let π be this word. As πj+1 is a palindrome, also π is a palindrome. Observe that
|π| = |πj+1| − p > |πj+1| − (|πj+1| − |πj|) = |πj |. Hence |πj | < |π| < |πj+1|: we have found a
contradiction with the definition of the sequence (πi)i≥0.
When the sequence (|πi+1|−|πi|)i≥0 is bounded, it is ultimately periodic. By [9, Lem. 2], its
ultimate value p is a period of all palindromic sufficiently large prefixes πi of w. Consequently,
w has period p.
Assume w is periodic. By Lemma 7.3, w = (uv)ω with u and v two palindromes. The
sequence ((uv)ju)j≥1 is a subsequence of (πi)i≥0. So the sequence (|πi+1|−|πi|)i≥0 is bounded.
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7.2 Main ideas on the proof of Theorem 7.1
The main idea of our proof of Theorem 7.1 is to find, when possible, situations like this of
next lemma. When a word p is a prefix of a word u, we let p−1u denote the suffix s of u such
that u = ps. When a word s is a prefix of a word u, we let us−1 denote the prefix p of u such
that u = ps.
Lemma 7.5. Let w ∈ P(Aω) and (πi)i≥1 be the length increasing sequence of palindromic
prefixes of w. Assume there exist infinitely many integers i for which there exists a palindrome
pi which is a factor of πi+1 but does not occur in nor does not overlap the prefix πi of πi+1.
The left greedy palindromic lengths of prefixes of w are not bounded.
Proof. Let i be an integer and pi be a palindrome such that pi is a factor of πi+1 that does
not occur in nor does not overlap the prefix πi of πi+1. There exist words x and y such
that π−1i πi+1 = xpiy. The word y˜p˜ix˜ = y˜pix˜ is a prefix of πi+1. By hypothesis, |y˜| ≥ |πi|
(otherwise pi would be a factor of the prefix πi of πi+1, or would overlap it). Hence y = zπi
for a word z (y˜ = πiz˜). Let π = xpiz. We have:
πi+1 = πiππi
We now prove that π is the longest palindromic prefix of ππi. Without loss of generality,
we assume that there is exactly one occurrence of pi in πixpi. Let π
′ be the longest palindromic
prefix of ππi, and let s be the word such that π
′s = ππi. As |π
′| ≥ |π| and as xpi is a prefix
of π, the word pix˜ is a suffix of π
′. Consequently s˜xpi is a prefix of πi+1. By choice on the
occurrence of pi at the beginning of the paragraph, |sxpi| ≥ |πixpi|. By definition of π
′, we
also have |s| ≤ |πi|. Thus |s| = |πi| and π
′ = π. That π is the longest palindromic prefix of
ππi implies that, for any proper prefix p of πi, we have |πiπp|LGPal = 2 + |p|LGPal (let recall
that by definition of the sequence (πi)i≥1, πi is the longest prefix of πi+1).
As there exist infinitely many couples (i, pi), from what precedes, we can construct an
infinite sequences (ui)i≥1 of prefixes of w such that, for all i ≥ 1, there exists an integer j ≥ i
and a palindrome vi such that ui+1 = πjviui, ui+1 is a prefix of πj+1 = πjviπj, vj is the
longest palindromic prefix of viπj and |ui+1|LGPal = 2 + |ui|LGPal. Left greedy palindromic
lengths of prefixes of w are not bounded.
Next result shows an example of use of previous lemma. This result is Theorem 7.1 in the
particular case of a word over an infinite alphabet.
Proposition 7.6. For any infinite word w over an infinite alphabet, if w has infinitely many
palindromic prefixes, then the set {|p|LGPal | p prefix of w} is unbounded.
Proof. Let (πn)n≥1 be the length increasing sequence of palindromic prefixes of w. As the
alphabet is infinite, there exist infinitely many integers i such that πi+1 contains a letter ai
that does not occur in πi. As letters are palindromes, by Lemma 7.5, MaxLGPalPref(w) is
infinite.
In next example, the situation of Lemma 7.5 does not hold. So, our approach will have
to be adapted. This will lead to the study of three different cases at the end of the proof of
Theorem 7.1 in next section.
Example 7.7. Let π0 = aba; for all n ≥ 1, πn = (πn−1a
n)(+) = πn−1a
n−1πn−1 (where
(+)
denotes the palindromic closure; for a word u, u(+) is the smallest palindrome having u has a
prefix):
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π1 = abaaba
π2 = abaabaaabaaba
π3 = abaabaaabaabaaaabaabaaabaaba
π4 = abaabaaabaabaaaabaabaaabaabaaaaabaabaaabaabaaaabaabaaabaaba
For all n ≥ 1, the longest palindromic prefix of π−1n πn+1 is the word a
n. This palin-
drome overlaps the last occurrence of πn and its prefix a
n−1 does not correspond to the first
occurrence of this word an−1 in πn+1.
To end with the general ideas of the proof of Theorem 7.1, let us mention that next lemma
will allow to consider palindromes in the form (uv)ku for words pi when using Lemma 7.5.
Lemma 7.8. Let w be a non ultimately periodic word whose left greedy palindromic lengths
of prefixes are bounded. There exist palindromes u and v with uv primitive (in particular
uv 6= ε) such that, for all k ≥ 0, (uv)ku is a factor of w.
Proof. Assume first that there exist palindromes u and v with uv 6= ε such that, for all k ≥ 0,
(uv)ku is a factor of w. Let us show that we can assume uv primitive. Assume uv is not
primitive and let z be its primitive root (that is the smallest word such that uv is a power of
z). There exist words x, y and integers ℓ1, ℓ2 such that z = xy, u = (xy)
ℓ1x and v = y(xy)ℓ2 .
For any k ≥ 0, (uv)ku = (xy)k(ℓ1+1+ℓ2)+ℓ1x. Moreover as x is both a prefix and a suffix of
the palindrome u, x itself is a palindrome. Similarly y is a palindrome. Hence replacing u, v
with x, y allows to assume that uv is primitive.
We now show, under hypotheses MaxLGPalPref(w) finite and w non ultimately periodic,
the existence of palindromes u and v with uv 6= ε such that, for all k ≥ 0, (uv)ku is a factor of
w. We act by induction on MaxLGPalPref(w). First observe that if MaxLGPalPref(w) = 1,
w does not verify the hypotheses as it is periodic (w = aω with a letter).
Assume that w 6∈ P(Aω). Then w = πw′ with π the longest palindromic prefix of w.
For any prefix p of w′, we have |p|LGPal = |πp|LGPal − 1. Hence MaxLGPalPref(w
′) <
MaxLGPalPref(w). If w′ is ultimately periodic, by Lemma 7.3, w′ = p(uv)ω with u, v two
palindromes such that uv 6= ε (and p is a word). Thus for all k ≥ 0, (uv)ku is a factor of w′.
If w′ is not ultimately periodic, palindromes u and v exist by inductive hypothesis.
From now on, we assume that w ∈ P(Aω). Let (πi)i≥1 be the length increasing sequence
of palindromic prefixes of w. By Lemma 7.4, the sequence (|πi+1| − |πi|)i≥1 is not decreasing.
Moreover as w is not periodic, this sequence is unbounded. By Ko¨nig’s lemma (see [15, Prop.
1.2.3]), there exists an infinite word w1 such that each of its prefixes p is a proper prefix of
π−1j πj+1 for some j ≥ 1. By definition of the sequence (πi)i≥1, for any proper prefix p of
π−1j πj+1, |p|LGPal = |πjp|LGPal − 1. Hence MaxLGPalPref(w1) < MaxLGPalPref(w). If w1
is periodic, by Lemma 7.3, w1 = (uv)
ω for some palindromes u, v with uv 6= ε. Thus for all
k ≥ 0, (uv)ku is a factor of w1. If w1 is not periodic, palindromes u and v exist by inductive
hypothesis. As factors of w1 are factors of w, the lemma holds.
7.3 Proof of Theorem 7.1
Let w be a non ultimately periodic infinite word. At the beginning of Section 7, we explained
that, if w has no suffix in P(Aω), then MaxLGPalPref(w) is infinite. Thus we can assume
that w = uw′ for some word u and some infinite word w′ in P(Aω). Lemma 7.2 shows
that there exists a suffix w′′ of w′ such that MaxLGPalPref(w) is infinite if and only if
MaxLGPalPref(w′′) is infinite. Thus from now on we assume that w ∈ P(Aω).
We act by contradiction and so we assume that MaxLGPalPref(w) is finite. Moreover
without loss of generality, we assume that if w′ is any infinite word with MaxLGPalPref(w′) <
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MaxLGPalPref(w) then it is ultimately periodic. By Lemma 7.8, there exist palindromes u
and v with uv primitive such that, for all k ≥ 0, (uv)ku is a factor of w. Note that factors
(uv)ku are palindromes. Non periodicity of w also has the following consequence.
Fact 7.9. Pref(w) ∩ Fact((uv)ω) is finite.
Proof. If Pref(w) ∩ Fact((uv)ω) is infinite, there exists a suffix s of uv such that Pref(w) ∩
Fact(s(uv)ω) is infinite. Then w = s(uv)ω and w is periodic: a contradiction.
Notation. To continue the proof of Theorem 7.1, we need to introduce notation. Let L be
the length of the greatest prefix of w that belongs to Fact((uv)ω). Let recall that w ∈ P(Aω).
We let (πi)i≥1 denote the sequence of length increasing palindromic prefixes of w. We now
consider first occurrences of words (uv)ku. Let k ≥ 1, we let pk denote the smallest prefix
of w such that pk(uv)
ku is also a prefix of w. We also let jk denote the integer such that
|πjk | < |pk(uv)
ku| ≤ |πjk+1|. In other words, jk is the greatest integer such that (uv)
ku is
not a factor of πjk . Equivalently jk + 1 is the smallest integer such that (uv)
ku is a factor of
πjk+1.
Fact 7.10. There exist infinitely many integers i such that 2|πi| < |πi+1|.
Proof. Consider an integer i such that i = jk for some integer jk ≥ 1. Assume that 2|πi| ≥
|πi+1|. (See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the hypotheses and the notation of this proof)
w
πi+1
πi πi
pk (uv)ku
s
πi+1π
−1
i
p
Figure 1: Hypotheses and notation in the proof of Fact 7.10
By choice of i, |pk(uv)
ku| ≥ |πi| ≥ |πi+1| − |πi|. We also have |pk| < |πi+1| − |πi| ≤ |πi|.
Indeed otherwise the word (uv)ku would be a factor of the suffix πi of πi+1. This contradicts
the definition of i = jk.
Consider the suffix s of πi such that πi = pks. As πi and pk(uv)
ku are prefixes of πi+1.
The word s is a prefix of (uv)ku. As (uv)ku and πi are palindromes, s˜ is a prefix of πi (and
so of w) and a factor of (uv)ku.
Consider now the prefix p of πi of length |pk(uv)
ku|−(|πi+1|−|πi|): pk(uv)
ku = (πi+1π
−1
i )p
As |pk| < |πi+1| − |πi| = |πi+1π
−1
i |, p is a suffix of (uv)
ku.
Observe now that |p|+ |s˜| ≥ |(uv)ku|. Indeed |p|+ |s˜| = |p|+ |s| = (|pk(uv)
ku| − |πi+1|+
|πi|) + (|πi| − |pk|) = |(uv)
ku| − |πi+1|+ 2|πi|, and, 2|πi| ≥ |πi+1|.
We have shown that hypothesis 2|πi| ≥ |πi+1| with i = jk implies that w has a prefix (p or
s˜) of length at least |(uv)ku|/2 which is a factor of (uv)ku. Fact 7.9 shows that this situation
can hold only for a finite number of integers k. This ends the proof of Fact 7.10.
Intermediate step. Splitting the proof into three cases.
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Let us observe now that, in a word πi (as in any finite word), there occur only finitely
many factors in the form (uv)ku. In the following we will always consider integers k such that
(uv)k+1u does not occur in πjk . From Fact 7.10 and its proof, the following set is infinite
I = {(i, k) | i = jk, 2|πi| < |πi+1|, (uv)
k+1u is not a factor of πi+1}.
For any k ≥ 0 with (jk, k) in I, exactly one of the following three cases holds:
Case 1: |πjk | ≤ |pk|,
Case 2: |πjk | > |pk| and |pk(uv)
ku| ≥ |πjk+1| − |πjk |,
Case 3: |πjk | > |pk| and |pk(uv)
ku| < |πjk+1| − |πjk |.
For n ∈ {1, 2, 3}, let In be the set of all (i, k) in I such that case n holds. Sets I1, I2
and I3 form a partition of I. So at least one is infinite. The proof of Theorem 7.1 ends with
the next three facts, each one proving that one of the sets I1, I2 and I3 cannot be infinite
without contradicting the hypotheses.
Fact 7.11. Hypothesis“I1 is infinite” is contradictory
w
πi+1
πi πi
pk (uv)ku
Figure 2: Case 1 with i = jk; elements of I1
Proof. Let (i, k) be an element of I1 (see Figure 2). We have |πi| ≤ |pk|. Let sk be the word
such that πi+1 = pk(uv)
kusk. As πi+1, u and v are palindromes, by definition of pk, it follows
that |sk| = |s˜k| ≥ |pk|. As |πi| ≤ |pk|, by definition of pk, the word (uv)
ku occurs in πi+1
but does not occur nor overlap the prefix of πi. Thus if I1 is infinite, Lemma 7.5 raises a
contradiction with MaxLGPalPref(w) finite.
Fact 7.12. Hypothesis “I2 is infinite” is contradictory
w
πi+1
πi πi
pk (uv)ku
Figure 3: Case 2 with i = jk; elements of I2
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Proof. Let (i, k) be an element of I2 (see Figure 3). Let p be the word such that πi = pkp. As
|pk(uv)
ku| ≥ |πi+1| − |πi| and |πi+1| > 2|πi|, |pk(uv)
ku| > |πi|, and so, p is a prefix of (uv)
ku.
It follows that p˜ belongs to Pref(w) ∩ Fact((uv)ku). By definition of L, |p˜| ≤ L. The word
p, that depends on k, can take only a finite number of values. Possibly replacing I2 by an
infinite subset, we assume that this value is the same for all elements of I2. Similarly we can
assume that for all (i, k) ∈ I2, k ≥ 4L+ 6 and, as limk→∞ |πi| = ∞, |πi| > 2|p|. For (i, k) in
I2, let π
′
i denote the word such that πi = p˜π
′
ip.
Let sk be the word such that πi+1 = pk(uv)
kusk. As πi+1, u and v are palindromes,
πi+1 = s˜k(uv)
kup˜k.
Claim 7.13. s˜k = pk
Proof of Claim 7.13. By hypotheses of Case 2, |pk(uv)
ku| ≥ |πi+1|−|πi| = |pk(uv)
kusk|−|πi|.
Thus |πi| ≥ |sk|. Words s˜k(uv)
ku and pk(uv)
ku are prefixes of πi+1. Definition of pk implies
that |sk| = |s˜k| ≥ |pk|.
Let x be the word such that s˜k = pkx. As |πi| ≥ |s˜k| and πi = pkp, the word x is a
prefix of p. Moreover as s˜k(uv)
ku and pk(uv)
ku are prefixes of πi+1, (uv)
ku is a prefix of
x(uv)ku. We have restricted the set I2 to elements (i, k) such that k ≥ 4L+6 ≥ 1+ |p|. Thus
k|uv| ≥ |uv|+ |p| ≥ |uv|+ |x|: xuv is a prefix of (uv)k. Let recall that uv is a primitive word.
Thus it cannot be an internal factor of uvuv. It follows that there exists an integer ℓ such
that x = (uv)ℓ.
As s˜k(uv)
ku is a prefix of πi+1, (uv)
ℓ+ku is a factor of πi+1. Just before splitting into
three cases the proof, we assume that, for (i, k) ∈ I, (uv)k+1u is not a factor of πi+1. Hence
ℓ = 0 and s˜k = pk
Let π be the palindrome such that πi+1 = πiππi. Let recall that πi+1 = pk(uv)
kup˜k,
πi = p˜π
′
ip, pk = p˜π
′
i. Hence (uv)
ku = pπp˜. There exist words x, y and integers m, ℓ such that
p = (uv)mx with |x| < |uv|, uv = xy (y˜x˜ = vu as u and v are palindromes), π = y(uv)ℓuy˜.
Observe that (uv)ku = pπp˜ = (uv)ℓ+2m+2u and so k = ℓ+2m+2. As k ≥ 4L+6 and L ≥ m
(as |p| ≤ L), we have ℓ ≥ 2L+ 4.
Let n be the greatest integer such that (x˜y˜)n is a prefix of πi (n = 0, if x˜y˜ is not a prefix
of πi). Let q denote the word (x˜y˜)
n (q = ε if n = 0 and q = x˜(vu)n−1y˜ otherwise). As
q ∈ Pref(w) ∩ Fact((uv)ω), |q| ≤ L and so n ≤ L. Thus ℓ+ n < k. The word pℓ+n is a prefix
of πi.
As ℓ ≥ k − 2L − 2, limk→∞,(i,k)∈I2 ℓ = +∞, and as w is not ultimately periodic,
limk→∞,(i,k)∈I2 pℓ+n = +∞. Possibly removing, once again, a finite number of elements of I2,
one can assume |pℓ+n| ≥ |q|+ |x˜y˜|.
Claim 7.14. πq = y(uv)ℓ+nuy˜ is the longest palindromic prefix of πpℓ+n.
Proof of Claim 7.14. Let π′ be the longest palindromic prefix of πpℓ+n. As |pℓ+n| ≥ |q|+ |x˜y˜|,
the word π′ begins with the palindrome π′′ defined by π′′ = πq = y(uv)ℓ+nuy˜. As π′ is a
palindrome, π′ ends with π′′. There exists a word z such that π′ = zy(uv)ℓ+nuy˜.
By definition of pℓ+n, the word (uv)
ℓ+nu is not a factor of pℓ+n. Thus any occurrence of
(uv)ℓ+nu in πpℓ+n must occur in or overlap the prefix π. Thus |zy| ≤ |π| and π
′ = πp with p
both a prefix of pℓ+n and a suffix of (uv)
ℓ+nuy˜. As p is a factor of (uv)ω and a prefix of w,
|p| ≤ L. As ℓ ≥ 2L + 4, it follows that the prefix π′′ = y(uv)ℓ+nuy˜ of π′ overlaps the suffix
(uv)ℓ+nuy˜ of π′ by a factor of length at least 2|uv|.
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As uv is primitive, uv is not an internal factor of uvuv. Thus π′ = π(x˜y˜)n
′
= y(uv)ℓ+n
′
y˜
for some integer n′. As π(x˜y˜)n is a prefix of πpℓ+n, n
′ ≥ n. Maximality of n in its definition
implies n′ = n, that is, π′ = π
We have already seen that limk→∞,(i,k)∈I2 ℓ = +∞. Consequently limk→∞,(i,k)∈I2 q
−1pℓ+n =
+∞. Let z be a prefix of q−1w. There exist integers i, k, ℓ such that qz is a prefix of pℓ+n
itself a prefix of πi and for a palindrome π, πi+1 = πiππi. Moreover from what precedes,
especially from Claim 7.14, |πi(πq)z|LGPal = 2 + |z|LGPal. Hence MaxLGPalPref(q
−1w) =
MaxLGPalPref(w) − 2 < MaxLGPalPref(w). By an initial hypothesis (see the second para-
graph of Section 7.3), we deduce that q−1w is ultimately periodic. So is w. Hence Hypothesis
“I2 is infinite” is contradictory.
Fact 7.15. Hypothesis “I3 is infinite” is contradictory
w
πi+1
πi πi
pk (uv)ku
Figure 4: Case 3 with i = jk; elements of I3
Proof. Assume by contradiction that I3 is infinite. As in the proof of Fact 7.12, possibly
replacing I3 with an infinite subset, as a consequence of Fact 7.9, we can assume ℓ ≥ 2 + L.
Let (i, k) be an element of I3 (see Figure 3). As |πi| > |pk|, let p denote the suffix of πi such
that πi = pkp. By definition of pk and i = jk, |pk(uv)
ku| > |πi|: p is a prefix of (uv)
ku. There
exist words x, y and integers m, ℓ such that p = (uv)mx, k = ℓ+m+ 1, uv = xy, |x| < |uv|.
Thus y(uv)ℓu is a prefix of ππi where π is the word such that πi+1 = πiππi (let recall that
2|πi| > |πi+1|).
Let us use the hypothesis |p(uv)ku| < |πi+1| − |πi| = |πi+1π
−1
i |. It implies that y(uv)
ℓu is
a prefix of π. As π is a palindrome (as πi+1 = πiππi is a palindrome), (uv)
ℓuy˜ is also a suffix
of π. Note that ℓ < k and so pℓ is a prefix of pk so of πi.
Claim 7.16. π is the longest palindromic prefix of πpℓ.
Proof of Claim 7.16. Let π′ be the longest palindromic prefix of πpℓ. As (uv)
ℓu does not
occur in pℓ, any occurrence of (uv)
ℓu must occur in π or overlap this prefix of πpℓ. The word
π′ ends with (uv)ℓuy˜. So this occurrence must overlap the suffix (uv)ℓuy˜ of π. As in the proof
of Claim 7.14 in the proof of Fact 7.12, as ℓ ≥ 2+L, π′ = π(x˜y˜)n for some integer n. If n ≥ 1,
then y(uv)ℓ+1u is a prefix of π and pk(uv)
k+1u is a prefix of πi+1. This contradicts an earlier
hypothesis on i = jk. Thus y(uv)
ℓ+1u is not a prefix of π: we get n = 0.
Let us end the proof of Fact 7.15. Observe that limk→∞,(i,k)∈I3 pℓ = +∞. Thus for any
prefix z of w, we can find an integer i and a palindrome π such that |πiπz|LGPal = 2+|z|LGPal.
It follows that MaxLGPalPref(w) = MaxLGPalPref(w)− 2. This is impossible
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8 Conclusion
To summarize this paper, observe that the A. Frid, S. Puzynina and L.Q. Zamboni’s conjecture
could be reformulated as follows. For an infinite word w having infinitely many palindromic
prefixes, the following assertions are equivalent:
1. w has bounded palindromic lengths of factors;
2. w has bounded palindromic lengths of prefixes;
3. w has bounded left greedy palindromic lengths of factors;
4. w has bounded left greedy palindromic lengths of prefixes;
5. w has bounded right greedy palindromic lengths of factors;
6. w has bounded right greedy palindromic lengths of prefixes;
7. w is periodic;
8. w = (uv)ω with u and v two palindromes.
Equivalence between assertions 3 to 8 are proved in this paper, and clearly assertion 8 implies
assertion 1 which implies assertion 2. That assertion 1 or assertion 2 implies assertion 8 stays
an open problem.
To end this paper, let us mention another related problem. We first need notation. For
any finite or infinite word w, let B(w) := max{|p|pal | p prefix of w}. For any integer k ≥ 1,
let also B(k) = min{B(w) | #alph(w) = k,w infinite } where # denotes the cardinality of
a set and alph(w) is the alphabet of w. The value B(k) is the least value B for which there
exists an infinite word w written using k letters and whose palindromic lengths of prefixes
are bounded by B.
Clearly B(1) = 1. Let us show that B(2) = 2 and B(3) = 3. Any infinite binary word
begins with a word in the form aaib (i ≥ 0) whose palindromic length is 2: B(2) ≥ 2. As
there exist binary words in BPLF(2), B(2) = 2. Any infinite ternary word begins with a
word in the form uccia for some different letters a, b and c with i ≥ 0, |u|a ≥ 1, |u|b ≥ 1 and
|u|c = 0. Readers can verify that |uc|pal ≥ 3 if u is not a palindrome and |ucc
ia|pal ≥ 3 if u
is a palindrome. Hence B(3) ≥ 3. Word (1213121)ω belong to BPLF(3) and so shows that
B(3) = 3.
Observe also that for any integer k ≥ 1, B(k) ≤ B(k + 1). Indeed if w is a word written
using k + 1 letters, if a is a letter occurring in a, and if δa(w) is the word obtained from w
removing all its occurrences of a, then B(δa(w)) ≤ B(w).
Next result shows that B(2k) ≤ k + 1 and so B(4) = 3.
Let inc be the morphism over N∗ defined by inc(n) = (n + 1) for all letters n in N.
Let u1 = 1, and let, for n ≥ 1, un+1 = uninc
2n−1(un)un: u2 = 121, u3 = 121343121,
u4 = 121343121565787565121343121, . . . It is straightforward that un is written using 2
n
letters and is of length 3n−1. Let also vn = inc
2n−1(un). Note that all words un and vn are
palindromes.
Lemma 8.1. For n ≥ 1, B(un) = n and B((unvn)
ω) = n+ 1.
Proof. The proof acts by induction. The result is clearly true for n = 1. Assume B(un) = n
for some integer n ≥ 1. It follows that B(vn) = n also. Let p be a prefix of (unvn)
ω. If p is
a prefix of un, |p|pal ≤ n by hypothesis. If p = (unvn)
ℓp1 with p1 a prefix of un and ℓ ≥ 1,
let p2 be the word such that un = p2p˜1: p = p2(p˜1vn(unvn)
ℓ−1p1). As p˜1vn(unvn)
ℓ−1p1 is a
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palindrome, |p|pal ≤ |p2|pal +1 ≤ n+1. Finally, if p = (unvn)
ℓunp1 with p1 a prefix of vn and
ℓ ≥ 0, as (unvn)
ℓun is a palindrome, |p|pal ≤ |p1|pal + 1 ≤ n+ 1. Hence B((unvn)
ω) ≤ n+ 1.
Now let p be a prefix of vn such that |p|pal = n. As un is a palindrome, and as the letters
in un and in p are different, |unp|pal = 1 + |p|pal. Hence B((unvn)
ω) = n+ 1.
Now as unp is a prefix of un+1 which itself is a prefix of (unvn)
ω, B(un+1) = n+ 1.
Now we are able to state our new problem: for k ≥ 1 and for i such that 2k−1 < i ≤ 2k,
is it true that B(i) = k + 1?
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